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A coding scheme
for unsourced Random Access Gaussian channe1§

Jun cheng

Department of lnte11igent lnformation Engineering and sciences

Doshisha university

A coding scheme for the unsourced multiple access channelis proposed. This new pal'adigm is composed
Of four main ingrcdicnts:(i) thc tra那mission pcTiod is partitioncd into sub・blocks, thcrcby instituting a sl0ⅡCd
hamework;(iD The message (data) is split into two parts and one part chooses an interleaver for a low density
Parity check (LDPC) type code, This part of the message is encoded using spreading sequences or codewords that
are designed to be decoded by a compressed sensing type decoder;("i) The 0小er part of 小e message is encoded
Using a LDpc type code and decoded using a joint message passing decoding algorithm designed for the T・user
bjnary inP11t real adder channel;(iv) userS 丁epeat their codeword in multゆ】e sub・blocks, WHh the transmission
Pa11em being a deιerminislic lunclion of message conlen[ and independenl of lhe iden[Ⅱy 01' 1he user.圦lhen lhis

Coding scheme is combined with serialintel'ference cance11ation,小e ensuing colnmunicalion inn'astruct山'e can
Offcr signiⅡCant pcrformancc improvcmcnts comparcd to lhc rcccndy proposcd coding schcmc in 121 and rcsults

in [he best performing coding scheme to date

1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In n], polyanskiy introduced an interesting and timely multiple access problem*; throughout, we refer
to this new formulation as the unsourced multiple access channel model(NIAC).1n this setting, a very
Iarge number, kt。t, of users in a 、vireless network operate in an uncoordinated fashion. out of the kt。t
Users, a subset of ka usel's are active at any time; and each of them wishes to communicate a 召一bit
message to a central base station、 The base station is interested only in recovering the list of messages
Without regard to the identity of the user who transmitted a particular message.1n addition to this, the
intel'est is typica11y in the case when B is sma11.

SpecihcaⅡy,1et kt。T and ka denote the total number of users in the network and the number of active

Users,1'espectively. Each user has B b北S of information (or, one of 八/:= 2刃 indices) to be encoded
and transmitted within a ti1Υle frame of 八I uses of the channel.1n addition to these, various important
Parameters encountered in the repor[ along with their notation are summarized in Table.1. Let vri E [1:ハ/1
be a random variable that represents the message index of the i-th user and let wi be a realization of the

random variable lvi. Throuohout this report [α: bl denotes the set of integel's from a to b, both inclusive.
Xve nrst assume thal vviis uniformly distributed over the set 11: A11 and lhat for any pair of users i and
j,{vi and 11V・ are independent of each other.圦1'ithout loss of generality we assume that the set of indices
Of the active users is [1: k'a] and let ン、):={?b1ウ?b2,..., WI<。} denote the set of transmitted messaσes.

The obsa'ved signal vector at the receiver conespondina to the lv channel uses can be written as

klo【

Abstract

§This is a c0Ⅱaborative work wi[h Dr. AⅥnash vem, PI'ofs' KI、ishna Narayanan, and Jean・Francois chambcrland, Deparrment of Elec[rical
and computer Engineering, Texas A&M university

*1 knew [he problenl in lnformaⅡon Thcory and ApplicalionS 圦10rkshop, hold Feb. 12-17,2017, in catamaran Resort, pacihc Beach, san
Diego.1n [he 、¥orkshop, Dr. or orden11ich,1'rom MIT, gave an oral presen[aⅡon Ⅱ11ed "10、v complexi[y schemes l'or thc random access
Gaussian MAC," and rcportcd a low complcxity soluli0η to this problcm. Motivatcd by Drs. ordcnⅡich and polyanskiy's pionccrinσ Work,
I had an idea [o attemplto solve the problem,1 disCⅡSsed wilh prof. KI"ishna Narayanan during the workshop, and staTled this work. The
Con[ribUⅡon of [his work is summarized in this report
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Fig.1: schemalic of the pl'oposed scheme

β.7rαπSn2issi0π Policy wilhiπα Sιιb・block ・ Sα1πe code hook schenle,ルr the T・user "1Ultiple access

There are two components to the code c used in the proposed transmission scheme within each sub、
block: a good sensing matrix for a T・sparse robust colnpressed sensing (CS) probleln and a good channel
Code for the T-user binary-input real-adder channelthat is decodable with low computational complexity.
The B bits to be transmitted are splitinto two groups of size B and B = B - B bits, respectively. For
Convenience, we de"ne ハ1:= 2究o and u != 2BO

The description of the overaⅡ encoder for code book c combinjng the above two components can be
described as f0110、刃ing. Let?b =(?bp ?bc) be the message index to be encoded, where the indices ?bp and ?四C
Con'espond to the preamble and coding message indices respectively.＼入1'e 6rst encode the message index u}C
to the codeword EW. E cc f0110wed by permuting it according to permutation π丁WP =[π1 コ、 P , ,フ.P '

The linal code word Ew is then obtained by inserting the wpth column from the compressed sensing matrix
A at the beginning of the permuted codeword i.e.,

0.=巨,町π,ル(、→1 Where 元WO E A, EWO E C。

f式一 0が(π1 ),0が(π1 ),仏一 0,0(π,),0が(π力), ,'ゾ(π',)1 (4)

The overaⅡ encoding process is S山ηmarized in Fig.2.
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Coding scheme for the unsourced GNIAc channelthe authors ordendich and polyanskiy also evaluate the
Performance of their proposed scheme by computing the minimum sNR required to achieve the target
error probability for a hxed set of parameters. To n〕ake the comparison convenient we pick identical
Parameters, summarized as f0Ⅱ0、刃ing

. number of bits each user intends to transmit B = 100

. total number of channel useS 八1 = 30,000

. number of active users ka E [25:300]

. maximum per user en'or probability pe 三ε= 0.05

Xvith the parameters B,<1, ka,ε行Xed, the choices for the desion parameters are as f0110wing:
1) Nlaximum number of users to be jointly decoded at a slot T E {2,4,5}.
2) The left d.d is chosen to be ι(Z)=β記十(1 一β)1τ2. The 介ee parameter is optimized over the set

β E {0,0.1,...,1}
3) Number of preamble and channel coding message bits B = B9P

4) seπSiπg 刀1αlrixjbr preα1πble c01πP0πeπ1: Note that ハ/1P = 2BP = 512 is the size of the sensing malrix
A.圦le choose the sensing matrix of dimensionS Ⅳ X ハ1、= 63 × 512

5) chαπnelcodiπg conlp0πeπi: The number ofchannel uses available for channel coding /vc is dependent
On 八I which in tum depends on the total number of sub-blocks v.1t is impracticalto build a channel

Code for various rates RC =丙ξ(although Bc is "xed,八Ic needs to be optimized over) and evaluate the
Pelformance numericaⅡy for each set of parameters (八IC, BC). Therefore to evaluate the performance
Of the channel coding component、入le use the nnite block length achievability bound due to polyanskiy.
This seems a reasonable choice that one can construct LDpc codes even for moderate block lengths
that perform close to the above mentioned bound

For performace evaluation, at j・th sub-block where R s r,1et us deline the f0ⅡOwing error events

.εPj : Given tha'e is no preamble c011ision,1et εPj be the event that the output of the com側'essed

Sensing decoder is inconect i.e.,ン、)1 ヲ4 ン、)1. The event εP is de6ned for the worst case Rj = T
.ε町: Let εCj be the event that lhe error energy tesl makes an error.い11'ith the f0110wing notations:

Given that there is no preamble c011ision and the compl'essed sensing decoder is conect let ε゜
be the event the enor energy test detects a preamble c011ision and
Iet ε1・ be the event there exists a c011ision but the eneroy test fails to deteclthe preamble c011isione ej e e eventt ere exists aco ision utt eenergy test aisto eteclt epreamblec011ision

We can see that εej =εI U ε1_^

.εC : Given there is no preamble c011ision and that the preamble message indices are decoded
SuccessfUⅡy,1et εC・ be the event that the channel decoder fails to recover aⅡ the channel coding
message indices correctly. The event εC is denned for the worst case, when nゞ=フ

.εSIC : Let εSlc be the event that a random user is not recovered by the slc decodino process

Xve observe that the ovel、aⅡ decoding process within a given sub・block j making an elTor is a disjoint
Union of the above described events i.e

' n ←卸)一Σ(n('")-n('。ヲn('"))

三 n (ε釘。)十 V (P"(ε,)十 n(ε。)十 nくε。))

The per user err01' probability pe, which is equivalent to pr (εSIC), can be bounded as f0110wing

(5)

n =nく&忙) S
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The x mark represents our proposed scheme where for the channel coding part instead of the FBL
bounds we use the actual simulation results.圦1'e use a rate・ν4 (364,91) LDpc code obtained from
repeating every coded bit of (3,6) LDpc code twice and a message passing decoder for r = 2.1t can

be seen that the simulation resultS 圦lith the (316) LDpc code are only o.5 dB away from the curve
Corresponding to T = 2 Showing that the pragmatic coding scheme can perform close to the hnite length
bounds.1t can also be seen that our proposed scheme provides substantial gain over the results in [2].

In the proposed encoding scheme, for ι(乞)=β影十(1 一β)翻2 each user may transmit once or twice
depending on the message index chosen.圦le need to point out that the power constraint employed is an
average over a11the message indices i.e., EW ⅡIE佃Ⅱ2]=(2 一β)P

IV. CONCLUSION

Xve have proposed a novel coding scheme for the unsourced multiple access channel modelintroduced

by polyanskiy [U. This new paradigm is composed of four main ingredients:(i) the transmission period
is pal'titioned into sub・blocks, thereby instituting a slotted framework;(ii) The message (data) is split into
two parts and one part chooses an interleavel' for a low density parity check (LDPC) type code. This part
Of the message is encoded using spreading sequences or codewords that are designed to be decoded by
a compressed sensing type decoder;(iiD The other part of the message is encoded using a low density
Parity check (LDPC) type code and decoded using a joint message passing decoding algorithm designed
for the r・user binary input real adder channel;(iv) users repeat their codeword in multiple sub-blocks,

With the transmission pattem being a deterministic function of message content and independent of the
identity of the user. X入1'hen this codino scheme is combined with serialinterference cance11ation, the ensuing
Communication infrastructure can 0仟er significant performance improvements compared to the recenuy
Proposed coding scheme in [21 and results in the best performing coding scheme to date.

The main contribution of this work is to propose, analyze and optimize a new coding architecture that

Overc01Υles these drawbacks and substantiaⅡy improves performance when compared to the state-of-the-art
Key fealures of our scheme are summarized as f0ⅡOWS.

. user symmetry: Active users employ the same coding scheme,圦lith transmitted signals determined

Solely by the message to be transmitted and is independent of the identity of the user. To be precise,
no parameter of the encoding scheme such as the interleaver and spreading sequence are unique to
a 廿ansmltter

. Binary・input, real・adder channel: The proposed coding scheme is tailored to the binary-input real-
adder channel、 The information message is split into t、ⅣO parts. The nrst portion picks an interleaver
for an LDpc code, and the second part is encoded using this LDpc code. Bits associated with the

hrst portion are communicated using a compressed sensing scheme. The second part is decoded using
a message passing decoder thatjoindy recovers up to T messages within a slot

. successive interference cance11ation: Active users repeat their codewords in several slots. The
repetition patterns are selected based on message bits. This scheme facilitates interference cance11ation

圦ノithin the slotted structure, and therefore renders obsolete the over・provisioning of slots to avoid
Undue c011isions wilh more lhan r users

Xvhile [21 also incorporates the user symmetry aspect described above, our scheme differs fl'om theirs in
the 0血er features highlighted above.
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